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ABSTRACT. TiH changes and microtremors were measured in the exploration gallery
and on the surface of the slope in the forefield of a deep open pit mine in cormection
with the slope. stability monitoring. Pendulurn tiltmeters with the resolut ion Iimit of
0.5 nrad were inst alled in a free bIock n.ear the surface and deep in the stable rock
mass. 'Two vertical short.-period seismographs in the gallery and on the surface and
one horizontal illtermecliate-period seismograph with the resolution lirnits of 0.1 I.LlU

and 1 ~tI1l, respectively, were in operation simultaneously. The Earth's ticles course
on the stahIe block corresponded to the theoretical one for the given geographical
lat itude but was about three tirnes greater in amplitude and of an opposite phase in
the free block. The non-tielal part of t ilt changes coutained Iong-t.erm drift wi t11some
seasorial variations. In t lie free block short.-term tilt loops with several elays duratíon
were accompanied by Iocal tremors which were probably generated by slope failures.
Step change of t.ilt wíth following intennecliate-period seismic noise observed in the
free block was excited by seismic loacling of usual size induced by quarry blasting.
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1. IN'TRODUCTION

There are extensive brown coal open pit mines in the basin along the Krušné
hory Mts. in the northwest part of the Czech Republic, One of these mines, the
Czechoslovak Army Mine (CSA), has a clepth of rnore than 100 m and accorcling to
the first project the coal reserves should be workecl out close to the slopes of the
mountains. The coal seam is stretcheel out to the height of 20 m up to the slope.
The adjacent slope of the Jezerka Hill composed of orthogneiss has a maximum
inclination of 35° but uncler the basin fill, the surface of the crystalline basement
elips at an angle of up to 50 - 60°. At the sarne tirne, the peak of the hill overtops
the open pit bottorn by 550 rn. Under the slope of the Jezerka Hill, a safety pillar
was left and the excavation of the coal searn overburclen strata of Tertiary secliments
ancl Quaternary debris have occurred only in acljacency. Unfavourable engineering-
geologica.l conclitions lead to the classification ofthe slope ofthe J ezerka Hill among
the so-callecl "hazardous" slopes. Its stability was recornmendecl to be rnonitorecl
cluring mining operations [Rybář 1987].
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Relative deforrnations of parts of the slone are usually checked on the surface
or in horeholes in c!iscrete intervals of several hours, c1ays or months. The main
purpose of OUl' special tilt anc! seisrnic measurements was to record eontinuously
extremely srnall motions in the exploration gallery driven in to the hilllong before
the potential mass movement along the crystalline surface may clevelop. In this
ease the nou-tidal tilts eoulcl be cleteeted in the frequeney range of 0-0.01 Hz and
seismic waves in the range from 0.05 to 15 Hz. It means that the tiltmeters record
direct components of the loeal long-terrn drift and surfaee waves of strong distant
earth quakes, seismographs recor d ground motion of near anclloeal earthquakes and
loeal seismic ernissions coruiected with rock failures as well as the disturbing seisrnic
signals of blasí.ing operations. Tilts were c1etected with high resolution of 0.5 nrad ,
i.e. 0.0001 second of are, which correspouds to the relative ver tical displacernent
of 0.5 nm at the distance of 1 rn. The lirnits of the seisrnie grouncl displacement
amplitu des resolution are about 0.1-1 pm. The disturbíng Earth's tides wíth the
maximum serni-rliurnal terrn are ftltered with tbe aid of numeri cal filter. Sorne
seismic phenomena as extensive quarry blasts and seismic vibrations frorn the near
mining operations limit. the possibility of evaluation of the analog seismograms. Air
pressure waves exeitecl by blasts and souic boorns from aircraft flying at supersouic
speecl make difficult interpretat.ion of local seismic events of na.tural origin. On
the other hand seismograms help us to monitor continuously the tirne of intensive
clynamic loading of slopes by seismic waves.

In the present paper , first results of long-term tilt ane! seisrnic measurements
on the slape of the .Jezerka BiIl in the forefielcl of the eSA mine are described:
the first one deals with the correlation of tilt veloeity ancl its direction with the
occurrence of local seisrnic microtremors aud the seconcl with the initiation of tilt
ancl long-period seisrnic noise by average charge of blast in the eSA rnine. Both
field measurements were provided by the gravimetrie an d seisrn ic departrneuts of the
Geophysical Institute. Regular quarterly repor ts about tilts and seismie motions
and problerns of their measurements and interpret ations that were prepared for
particular metho ds were used in the following eommon analysis.

2. LOCAL CONDlTIONS FOR MONITORING OF TrLTS

AND SEISMIC EVENTS AND THElR EVALUATION

2.1. Location oj itisirurn etiis

The assessment of potential tilts ancl seisrnic enussions, before the first in-
dubitable deformation of the slope surface will be c1iscovered, is based on the
engineering-gealogieal data. estimation. A simplified scheme of the cross-section
of a part of the slope and the J ezerka exploration gallery drawn after the report of
[Kolektiv Stavební geologie 1985], is shown in Fig. 1. The port al of the gallery is at
the height of the safety pillar. The top of the hill 18 at the height of 690 In above
sea level aud the average inclination of the slope is about 35°. Up to the distance
of 65 In the gallery is clriven through debris and gravel followecl by about 5 m of
clay a.ncl by weathered ancl souncl gneiss. Stal'ting at the clistanee of 80 ITl gneiss is
c1eformed by dislocations which mostly clip towarcls the open pit. From here to the
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FIG. 1. Geological scherne af the J ezerka exploration gallery.
A-D: geological blocks, TI ancl T2: tilt stations, Sl-S3: seis-
mic stations. 1 - talus rnaterial, road ernbankment, 2 - clebris
ancl gravel, cleluvialancl proluvial secliments, 3 - averlying clay-:
clominatecl units, 4 - coal seam, 5 - unclerlying sand-clorninatecl
units, 6 - Cretaceous deposits, 7 - tectonic breccia, 8 - alterecl
gneiss of dislocation zone, 9 - weathered and Zor sound gneiss.
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gallery face, there are more than 35 dislocations, several of them over 0.5 m thick.
The supposecl geological bounclaries are rnarked by clotted lines ancl the supposecl
course of clislocations by dashed lines.

The rock mass along the gallery was clividecl in four big blocks A - D with different
internal fault patterns. The bounclary between the first block A (beginníng at
70 m) ancl the second block B at 102 rn is not 80 clear due to the strong failures
of both. The boundary between blocks B ancl C at 132 m is well defined , The
stresses measured on both sicles are c\istinctly clifferent. Accorcling to the stress
measurernents in situ the shear forces cannot be permanently transferred over this
failure. On the other hand the clislocation between blocks C ancl D, which is
locatecl deep in the massif at a clistance of 269 m from the port al, has high cohesion
and rocks behave here like a continuum. This is in goocl agreement with seismic
veloci ty in the rock mass between the hinder part of the gallery and the slope surface
that verifies block D as homogeneous for the seismic wave velocities [Hrách et al.
1984]. Variations of seismic velocity in tlie front part of the slope show compli cated
geological structure near the surface and fine dislocations found in the gallery were
not tracecl in the cross-section by this methocI.

Tiltmeters were located at station TI in block A (near the boundary wi th block
B) at a deptli of 35 m and at station T2 (approximately on the dislocation between
blocks C and O) in a depth of 150 rn below surface. Seisrnic measurernents were
executecl at stations Sl aud S3 situated in blocks A and B in the gallery and at
station S2 situatecl on the slape surface near the centra] laboratory at a distance
of about 530 rn from the gallery. Measurernents at particular places were started in
1985, simultaneous measurernents have been taken at TI, T2, Sl ancl S2 since 1988.
Regular operation at S3 started later in the fourth quarter of 1991. AU stations are
stilI in operation without any interruption. Aclditional data on regional seismicity
were regularly supplied by the nearby temporary seismic station at Vysoká Pec at
a distance of about 2 km and by the nearest seisrnic station of the international
seismic network at Berggiesshi.ibel (FRG).

2.2. Tilimeiers and seismottieiers

Basic parts of tiltrneters were composed by the photoelectric instruments of Os-
trovsky [Ostrovsky 1961] which were later substituted by modem ones with capaci-
tance pick up [Anonymous 1989]. They were adjusted at both posts to monitor the
cornponents of tilts in the astronomical directions NS and EW (with the orientation .
error less than ±5' ancl the resolution of 0.5 nrad. The output current of tiltmeters
was recorded in the central laboratory located on the surface. The compensating
two+charmel recorclers were used for analog recorcling with the speecl of 91nm per
hour on paper chart with 250 mm width. Every channel was equipped with au-
tomatic remote calibration and the penclulurn position adjustment in the range of
±25 J1rad. To keep down the short.-period variations with frequencies higher than
0.005 Hz adclitional filters - passive RC filters with photoelectric tr ansducers and
active Butterworth filters with capacitance transducers - were applied [Anonymous
1989].
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The tiltmeters are highly sensitive to vertical cleformations an d air temperature
variations in tlie immediate proximity (t.he static temperature coefficient is about
5 prad per 1° C). Therefore, they were placecl under special covers from polystyrene
in rooms separated by two heat-proof doors. The temperature variations were
measurecl by all penclulums with the sensitivity of 10-4 °C ancl their daily changes
were in the limits of ±0.01° C. The so-callecl therrnoelastic tiHs excited by irregular
warming of the Earth's surface are spread easily to a clepth. The claily temperature
c!eformations did not exceed ±34 nracl at station TI and the value of ±73 nrad at
station T2.

The air pressure variation is the second disturbing meteorological factor in aclcli-
tion to temperature changes. Unlike temperature variations the air pressure varia-
tions cannot be conspicuously elirninated because the real undergrouncl tilts (loeal
01' regional) dorninate. Barometric pressure was measured by a digital barograph
with a sensitivity of 0.025 hPa/digit. Tilts excited by air pressure changes have
Ioeal and directionally dependent variability which makes difficulties with the ap-
plication of a single correction term. E.g., the barornetric mean correction was the
maximum in the NS component at station TI having a value of 28 nracl/hPa.

At station T2 grouncl water issued at several places. Its movement in the neigh-
bourhoocl of tiltmeters could excite local tilts and therefore a special drainage sys-
tem based on the principle of connected vessels was constructed. It ascertains stable
and at the same time the lowest water level near the tiltmeters.

Seismometers at Sl ancl S2 were standard short-periocl vertical VEGIK moclels
[Aranovich et al. 1974] with exchanged transducer coils an d additiona.l ampli-
11e1'sand filters, Pendulurn of seisrnometer adjusted to the free period of 1 s was
sufficiently long-term stable in the environment of the gallery as well as uncler
polystyrene cover at the surface stand. Seismometer at S3 was a horizontal type
seismometer SKD with the free period of 30 s [Kirnos et al. 1969] where the orig-
inal coils of electroclynarnie transducer were replaced for more powerful ones and
amplifiers and filters were adcled [Tobyáš, Soukup 1992]. It was installed to be the
most sensitive to the horizonta\ grouncl displacement parallel to the gallery axis in
the NW -SE clireetion and had a constant sensitivity up to periods of 20 seconds.
Simultaneously the penclulum was sensitive to tilts along the horizontal axis that
is perpendicular to the axis of maximum clisplacement sensitivity. Dne to the elec-
trodynamic transducer of pendulum motion the frequency response for tilts was
the same as for the ground clisplacement; displacement sensitivity per 1pm was
twice higher than the tiIt sensitivity per 1prad. The recorcled trace on seisrnogr am
was an integral result of both components - tiJt change and ground displacement
- which coulcl not be separatecl. For t.he static tilt of 5 Wad the pendulum posi-
tion on the scale was shifted by 1 mm. As tlie voltage out put of a11seismometers
was proportional to the velocity of pendulum rnotion no problems with recorcls of
long-terrn disturbances have arisen.

The ink-pen drum recorder with recording speed of 1mm/s was used for the
most time with the short-period seismographs ancl 0.5 mm/s with the long-period
seismograph. Recording instruments were installed in the central laboratory by
the side of ink pen recorders of tiltrneters. Daily remote control of the eomplete
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seismograph channels by rneansof standard electric pulses was regularly applied
frorn this laboratory.

2. S. Standard euolu aiuni and interpretaiion oj records

AU observed tíh data are evaluatecl by the sarne methocl. Relative tilts of par-
ticular component at the every whole bour of the Universal time (UTC) are mea-
sured. After the interpolation of missing values, removal of "steps" dne to the
adjustrnent of the tiltmeter in new working position, cletermination and intro duc-
ing nou-Iinearity of record and sensitivity, the continuous hour set ať observed tilts
in seconds of are is obtained. Adjoining sets , separated by interruptions of record,
are linked up with the aid of the well-known compensating eurrent. This way
the courses of both cornponents of tilt.s in directions NS and EvV related to the
beginning of measurements are derivecl at each station.

In the recorcled set of data the perioclic part of tilts visible at the first sight is
exci ted by gravitational attraction of the Moon and theSun. These variations are
for the further study of loeal non-tielal deformation processes removed by means
of the Pertzev 36 hour's filter [Pertzev 1957]. It means that each uninterrupted set
of data is shortened by 18 hours at the beginning and at the end. The resulting
ti! tered data called as "non-tidal t.ilts" are used as a basic set for the interpretation
of long-term as weIl as claily tilt rate in the gallery.

According to the published data about rock failure in situ the release of seismíc
energy is initiated if the stress exeeeds about 50 % of the breaking strength. The
va.lue of the releasecl seismic energy clepends on the volume of rock fa.ilures. We were
interestecl in "mega." processes with failures on large areas or with relative motions
between geological structures [Bardy 1975a]. These can origina.te by particular
cracks in crystalIine rocks at a clepth of the slope, their successive interconnection
into a slip surface that shoulcl propagate upwarcls to the surface at the top of
the slope [Košťák 1987]. Dne to higher absorption of seismic signals in the range
from several tens Hz to tens kHz only near sources of seismíc emíssions can be
cletectecl [Bláha et al. 1978; Harcly 1975b; McCauley 1975]. In OUl' case of the
observation of an extent slope area we tried to monitor seismic signals in lower
frequency range 1 - 20 Hz at st ations Sl ancl S2 to detect failures at clistances from
several tens of metres to a few hundrecls of metres. VVeexpectecl that such signals
are a.ssocia.tecl with eracks from several c!eeimetres to several metres in length a.ncl
with the fracture zone up to several square metres in area. Such seismic sourees
corresponcl to tectonic ultramicroearthquakes with magnitucles of about zero. We
intendecl to look for a correlatíon of long-periocl seismic signals recordecl by the
seismograph at station S3 ancl the tilt changes at the rate of warning state.

The main task of seismie reeord evaluation is the determination of real local
tremors connected with loeal failures of brittle ancl tight orthogneiss pervadecl by
weakenecl zones of the slope. They are recordecl as simple pulses without distinct
wave types and with the recording speedof 1 01' 2 millimetres per seconcl. They
look like short lines across the quiet trace, Similar pulses are erea.tecl by air pressure
waves excitecl by qua.rry blasts and supersonic a.ircra.ft. For their cliscrimination air
pulses were reeordecl separately by electroclynamic rnícrobarograph at the Vysoká
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Pec seismic station loeatecl at a distance of about 1.8 km from tbe laboratory at
Jezerka [Tobyá,š et al. 1988J. The 'time delay among signal arrivals at Sl, S2 ancl
S3 and the clireetion of the first ground motion helpecl as inclependent entries for
the discrimination of the source type.

3. TrLT RATES AND SEISMIC PHENOMENA

3.1. Lotuj- and short-Lerm lili raies

High sensitivity of tiltmeters makes possible to evaluate the Earth's ticle course
in addition to the local non-tida1 tilts that are of our main interest. The Earth's
tides at T2 correspondecl to the standard course at the geographicallatitude 50.5 ON
wbere the maximum range is about ±100 nracl. Besides the fact that the attractive
forces of the Moon ancl the Sun at the nearby loea.tion Ti do not differ measurably,
the recorclecl semi-diumal tidal waves were of about three times higher a.mplitucle
and nea.rly the opposi te phase there [Skalský 1990; Skalský, Trešl 1992]. It is an
inclependent evidence that blocks C and Dare situatecl in the half+space with the
elastic rock massif and blocks A and B behave to a certaiu extent as "free" ones.

The long-term non-tidal drift of tilt obtained at T2 cluring the time interval
1988 -199:3 had a stable rate of (23.6 ± 4.0) luad per year in the azimuth 186° ± 6°
where the azimuth is measured clockwise from the north. The drift at TI was
more cornplicated with an oscillatory character. The avera.ge tilt change was about
(18± 17) prad in the azirnuth 14°± 16° from Marcli to September and (17 ± 10) Ilrad
in the azimuth 154°±26° between September and March. The oscillatory character
of tilts at TI might be the response to seasonal temperature and precipitation
variations as well as to clifferent mining activities eluring summer a.nd winter in the
neighbourhoocl of the safety pillar. The total difference of tilts was about 40 Wad
eastward in the period 1988 -1993 [Skalský, Skalský 1994].

Differences of long-term uon+tidal tilts observec! at TI anc! T2 agree with the
clifferent hehaviour of the stability of blocks. The continuous long-term drift to
the south in the cornpact massif at T2 might be explained by the recent uplift of
the Krušné hory Mts. [Vyskočil 1981J and the oscillatory character of tilts near
the border of tlie mine pit at TI by the overcompensation of the general regional
motion by the effect of pit uploading. These long-term tilts were not a.ceompaniecl
by rock failures with seismic effect (the "aseismic" tilts) and the recorelecl tilts were
the only evidence of the lccal microdeformations. We have to point out that the tilt
change of 50 fLracl(i.e. about 10") corresporids to the rela.tive vertical displacernent
of 0.05 mm at a clistance of 1m (that is the length of the rigid plate under the
tiltrneter ). It is not clear to what distance the extra.polatec! c!eformations are real.

As a measure of the standard long-term tilt rate relative daily tilt cha.nges are
used. Their average anc! maximum yearly values are given in Table 1 for the time
interva.11988-1994.

The a.verage tilt changes at T2 had a tenclency to clecrease in the last four yea.rs.
The maximum daily tilt changes obtained in 1988 were not rea.ched. Daily tilts as
well as their maxima have systema.tically increased at TI since 1990. High values
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TABLE 1. Nori-tidal daily tilts in nrad

Station TI T2
Year Average Maximum Average Maximum
1988 300 1891 91 572

,1989 134 558 94 373
1990 115 674 77 276
1991 213 1517 63 16.5
1992 288 2317 65 165
1993 329 2094 69 383
1994 488 2666 54 247

1988 -1994 266 2666 74 572

in I988 were probably affeeted by the blasting operations right in the gallery where
the water reservoir in sounel gneiss was built.

There is not yet quantitative empirieal measure of a hazard level for the slope
stability evaluation based on the non-tielal tilt rate. The present estimation of the
ra.te for the warning state that was onee improvecl cluring tilt measurements has
been valicl sinee 1989. The tilt change warning rates are set at 1p,rael per clay ancl
15 pracl per month in arbitrary clirection for T2 in a deep crystalline-based setting
ancl at 5 p,racl/day ancl 50 J.lrad/month for TI in the rnoving bloek [Košťák 1990].

3.2. Noii-Lidal iilts, loeal niicroiremors and long-period noise

A eletaileel eourse of non-tielal tilts is mouitored by the vector course of instant
relative tilts at 0:00 UTC every day. An exarnple is shown in Fig. 2 for the first
quarter of 1994 when more frequent loeal microtremors were recordecl since the last
quarter of 1993. The midnight is markeel by a shorter line and the date is marked
at longer lines. The dimension of tilts is the seeond of are (1" ~ 5 Wad). The time
of oeeurrenee of a local seismie event is marked by an arrow ancl' x' is aclcleclbefore
the arrow when more events were eleteeted during one cla.y.

Nearly monotonous tilt of about 1.15" to the south was derived at T2 in this
interval, the same as in the previous long-term observations. The eourse of tilt at
TI was more complieated with short ehanges of tilt clirection and some tilt loops.
The frequency of local seismic even ts first recorcleel in 1991 (1 01' 2 per quarter of a
year) increased at the end of 1993 when a change of tilt clireetion oeeurrecl. Sinee
then up to the miclclle of 1995 the maximum frequency of these events was 15 per
quarter of a year. Simultaneous observations of tilts and seismic events eonfirm the
deereaseel state of slope stability.

Another interesting case of the detected loeal grouncl motion is illustratecl in
Fig. 3. Seismogram (A) of the intermediate horizontal seismometer at S3 shows a
nearly quiet trace without a visible response to the eommon meteorologieal micro-
seisms in the lower part. Due to the tilt of tbe instrument base zero position of
pendulum shiftecl up to the limiting screw and the seismograpb was out of regular
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FIG.2. Vector diagram of nori-tidal ti1t changes at TI (1) and T2 (2)
ancl tirne of local microtremors recorded at Sl and S2 in the
first quarter of 1994.

operation. At 11 hours 38 minutes UTC a standard blast from the loeal mine was
reeorded and sinee that time irregular noise with perio ds of about 10 seeonds was
recordecl till the next clay early morning. Then again only regular meteorological
microseisms were recorcled. The tiltrneters at TI (Fig. 3, B) detected similar course
of non-tidal tilts as that shown in Fig. 2. It means that they rnade a loop or nearly
loop with the clirection of tilts from SE to NW, then to the E and then back to SE.
This way two inclependent instruments detected the same effect of grouncl motion
[Tobyáš 1995].

It means that the peridulum position has ehangecl due to the tilt of t.he instrument
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1992 (B). 1, 2: quarry blasts in the eSA and the Libouš mines.
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base an d st.arted to operat.e quit.e "autornatically". Aecorcling to the records of
seismographs at the nearest station at Vysoká. Pec we suppose that the seismic
e:fficiency of the blast was quite norma! aud th at the rnotion in the gallery was
exeitecl due to the lower stability of blocks A ancl B at that t.irne.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Continuous monitoring of nou-tidal tilt changes and occurrence of loeal seismic
microtrernors allowed to detect fine motions in the free blocks of the J ezerka Hill
slope ancl to differentia.te spontaneous infiuence of gr avity on the slope with a weak-
enecl stability ar the cornbinecl influence of gravity ancl seisrnic loacling. Because
of the safety pillar that had been left in the open pit the observed effects did not
display a clistinct progressive tilt rate arid tremor frequency. Since September 1993
automatic cligital record was pu t in operation with transmission of collected data
through a rnoclern to the cornputer centre of the gravirnetric department at Příbram
once a day. It helps to increase the accuracy, reliability ancl fast evaluation of tilt
cha.nges. Analog recorrls in the centrál laboratory at the foot of the slope allow the
guard to check the situation without any interruption aud to carry out additional
discrete rneasurements on the slope without any clelay. To improve the reliability
of seisrnic event cliscrimination by the laboratory staff another microbarograph was
installed near t he S2 station in 1995.

The long-terrn rnonitoring of tilt ehanges and seisrnic tremors in connection with
slope sliding is useful for the acquisition of data about failure of rocks in n atural
conclitions with dirnensions between laboratory model tests and volume of weak
earthquake sources. Much attention shoulcl be devotecl to both the ťollowing of the
measurements up to the potential total destruction of the slape and to the assembly
offactors that accelerate the prep aratory phase and the course of slop e sliding itself.
With further progress of mining in the eSA open pit mine next "hazardous" slope
with worse geologica! conditions by .Jezeří will be reached in the near future and
the recent experience with the monitoring of tilts and seismic phenomena can be
applied also there in the loeal exploration gallery.
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